Visual Magnetics’ MagnaMedia®
the #1 trusted brand of ferrous films and papers worldwide

MagnaMedia® is not a Magnet

MagnaMedia is an entirely unique material developed by Visual Magnetics. The patented coating on the underside of MagnaMedia is embedded with ferrous particles that are magnetic receptive and attract to InvisiLock® magnet backer.

Does not interfere with electronics.
Mix your **MagnaMedia**

Available in a wide selection of **textures** and **finishes** that can easily reproduce high gloss, **high-resolution** photographic imagery or provide a **natural texture** to your graphics.

For more information on how the Visual Magnetics Graphic System works and for tips and tricks for a perfect installation visit: [visualmagnetics.com/support](http://visualmagnetics.com/support)

To request a sample email: [info@visualmagnetics.com](mailto:info@visualmagnetics.com)
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**Our Mission**

Visual Magnetics’ **award winning** materials are made in the USA and are readily available **around the world**, in **flexible volumes** with **on-time** service.

Visual Magnetics is constantly innovating around the concept of **transformation** of wall surfaces and signage. Visual Magnetics strives to provide cutting edge and sustainable solutions for **continuous change**.
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**VISUAL MAGNETICS**

Creativity is magnetic."